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Real-life impact of security vulnerabilities

(How) can we assess the realistic real-life impact of claimed security vulnerabilities?

Bring together experts from different sectors (academia, industry) and disciplines
(economics, actuarial science, systems security)

Shweta Shinde Kari Kostiainen N. Asokan

https://www.shwetashinde.com/
https://syssec.ethz.ch/people/kkari.html
https://asokan.org/asokan/
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Some terminology

Systems security: how to build computing systems that provide utility with security/privacy?

Vulnerability: design flaw / implementation bug that may be used to degrade security/privacy

Exploit: a concrete way to use a vulnerability to degrade security/privacy

Offensive security research: the study of finding vulnerabilities in systems
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Offensive security

Offensive security research is very attractive

From “SGAxe How SGX Fails in Practice” https://sgaxe.com/

https://sgaxe.com/

https://meltdownattack.com/

https://news.google.com/search?q=sgaxe

https://youtu.be/qiihq9qmoL8?feature=shared

https://sgaxe.com/
https://sgaxe.com/
https://meltdownattack.com/
https://news.google.com/search?q=sgaxe
https://youtu.be/qiihq9qmoL8?feature=shared
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Can trigger serious consequences

https://www.classaction.org/blog/class-action-alleges-intel-sold-billions-of-defective-cpus-with-security-flaws-performance-issues

Offensive security research

https://www.reuters.com/technology/apple-defeats-class-action-over-meltdown-spectre-security-flaws-2022-06-08/

https://www.classaction.org/blog/class-action-alleges-intel-sold-billions-of-defective-cpus-with-security-flaws-performance-issues
https://www.reuters.com/technology/apple-defeats-class-action-over-meltdown-spectre-security-flaws-2022-06-08/
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Offensive security research

But sometimes highly publicised vulnerabilities
do not lead to any discernible real-world impact

https://www.engadget.com/2006-03-15-rfid-chips-can-spread-viruses.html

https://web.archive.org/web/20200101000000*/http://www.rfidvirus.org/

http://www.rfidvirus.org/

https://www.engadget.com/2006-03-15-rfid-chips-can-spread-viruses.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20200101000000*/http:/www.rfidvirus.org/
http://www.rfidvirus.org/
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Offensive security research

But sometimes highly publicised vulnerabilities
do not lead to any discernible real-world impact

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2807994/researchers--sms-attacks-could-cripple-cell-phones.html
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https://web.archive.org/web/20220224035507/http://www.smsanalysis.org /

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2807994/researchers--sms-attacks-could-cripple-cell-phones.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20220224035507/http:/www.smsanalysis.org
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Offensive security research

Sometimes real-world impact in entirely
different ways than was anticipated

https://leasing.com/guides/relay-car-theft-what-is-it-and-how-can-you-avoid-it/

https://theconversation.com/do-you-know-what-youre-paying-for-how-contactless-cards-are-still-vulnerable-to-relay-attack-63142

https://leasing.com/guides/relay-car-theft-what-is-it-and-how-can-you-avoid-it/
https://theconversation.com/do-you-know-what-youre-paying-for-how-contactless-cards-are-still-vulnerable-to-relay-attack-63142
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How do researchers describe vulnerability impact?

From “SGAxe How SGX Fails in Practice” https://sgaxe.com/

https://m1racles.com/

https://sgaxe.com/
https://m1racles.com/
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Topics for discussion

(How) can we assess the realistic real-life impact of claimed security vulnerabilities?

Why are some vulnerabilities not addressed?
Not economically viable for attackers? Cost of attacks externalized?

Do they incur opportunity costs?
Researchers shy away from “broken” technologies? Industry pulls products?

Should offensive security research consider real-life impact or lack thereof?
“Real-life impact considerations” section in offensive security research papers?
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My take on the topics

https://medium.com/@asokan.public/workshop-real-life-impacts-of-cyber-security-vulnerabilities-846f0fda62d2

https://medium.com/@asokan.public/workshop-real-life-impacts-of-cyber-security-vulnerabilities-846f0fda62d2
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Today’s agenda
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Today’s agenda
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My asks and hopes

Active audience engagement

Take diversity in audience backgrounds into account

Can we identify some interesting sub-questions to explore?
identify partners, data, …

Is there a need to raise awareness within systems security research community?
identify next steps (panel at a conference? Dagstuhl seminar? …)
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Logistics

All discussion is under Chatham House rule
You are free to use information from the discussion, but please do not reveal who made any particular comment

But please identify yourself when asking a question or making a comment

Two scribes: Mark Kuhne and Andrin Bertschi

Administration: Saskia Wolf and Vivien Klomp

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chatham_House_rule
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Today’s agenda
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